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ROSWELL PARK IS:
>	Hiring a senior executive leader highly skilled in corporate diversity, equity and
inclusion to lead our efforts.
> C ontinuing to examine our hiring and promotion policies to enhance diversity and
opportunity across our workforce, including in leadership positions.
> T aking a national leadership role in encouraging more Blacks/African Americans
to pursue careers in the medical profession. According to last available data from
the Association of American Medical Colleges, in 2019 only 6.2% of medical school
graduates were Black/African American. And according to the American Society
of Clinical Oncologists, in 2022 only 2.3% of practicing oncologists identified as
either Black or African American.
> F ocusing on diversity in our workforce, viewing the continuing impact of racism
through a historical lens and redefining the role of the Office of Diversity.
> C ontinuing to affiliate with and provide support for schools that maintain graduate
minority student programs, as well as investing in the systematic study of pipeline
programs for health-related careers.

We know that we and our entire community
need to do more to achieve greater racial
justice and reconciliation—and that this is felt by
all members of the Roswell Park family.
Roswell Park is committed to instituting change to support
diversity, equity and inclusion, being active listeners and
not shying away from difficult conversations. We will continue to identify and address diversity and inclusiveness,
advance the values of equal opportunity and accountability
for each person’s actions in every instance—and in doing
so build a sustainable future for all we serve.
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Chairman, Board of Directors
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Scan the QR Code or visit RoswellPark.org/CommunityReport to see how far
Roswell Park’s community engagement extends in our 2021 community annual report
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